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Taiwanese channel across the streets all over mainland independent Taiwan to celebrate the landslide reelection of president Tsai Ing-wen. Noticeably praiseworthy of Joshua Wong’s ongoing efforts to solidify far-right Hong-Kong ultra-nationalism, president Tsai Ing-wen emphasized Taiwan’s insistence for democratic rule and self-governance. Away from the communist state, and further in line with Western corporate interests. Stressing that -- with Hong Kong, Taiwan will continue to aspire for a regional insurgency to the economic and political traditions of the Chinese government. To open further regional trade to the West and to mobilize for the democratization of their political economy to corporate multinationalism.

In hopes, of bringing market free association to a more radical bearing; in a largely interdependent region that relies heavily on mineral reserves, timber, and sea food to fuel the needs of increasing global consumption. Without attribution to the needs of the Chinese people and yet without aforementioned of a finite reservoir, the Chinese government must grapple not only with looming starvation; but also in other regions besides Taiwan, e.g., Hong Kong, Shanghai, etc., but a far-right movement that threatens to tear apart a stable region into the brink of civil war that engulfs the continent into a nuclear fall-out of large-scale barrenness and aggregate genocide.
The façade of the Taiwanese democratic movement is that the mainland opposition -- to that of Chinese sovereignty, aspires for economic democratization, rather the end result is increasing mass slaughter and irreversible famine. Under the auspices of two countries, many systems model, mayhem unleashes into the Asian Union; the Taiwanese president Tsai Ing-wen signals her intention to enact global war-crime to secure false market interests; defying the United Nations Charter. Misconceiving Joshua Wong’s visionary neo-expansionism of a continental territorial of rogue states of isolated military conflict and economic instability.

Inaugurating a planetary ecosystem which recovers from a psychotropic state into complete social disarray; in which, there is no going back for the natural order of the biosphere.